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CRF Newsletter
The surveyed length of the Mammoth Cave
system has reached 556.1 km (345.6 miles)
according to the latest compilation by Chief
Cartographer Scott House.
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they continue caving with us.

History: Chuck Swedlund and Larry Pursell each
led two parties into the cave, recording names and
other historic markings. Larry actually spent two sessions in the cave on Sunday, in order to cover the
entire Snowball Dining Room area. This area has had
an initial cleaning [see p. II) and further cleaning
passes which are planned may well obliterate some
of the signatures and other memorabilia nncovered by
the first cleaning. These are all now safely recorded.
The crew also found a dense signature cluster along
Cleaveland Avenue at what must have been a
favorite stopping place along the tour prior to the
opening of Carmichael Entrance. The signature crew
Continued p. 6...
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Mammoth Cave Trips
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Labor Day, Sept 4-S, !993
Leader, Bob Osburn
Thirty-three cavers signed in for the Labor Day
expedition, of whom, eight were attending their first
CRF trip. Approximately 4900 ft. of cave was surveyed, 2900 ft. of which was new survey. A considerable amount of effort was spent in training Ole new
JVs, and many seem like worthwhile recruits, should
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While reduction of the sun'ey data at Mammoth
Cave is automated, cartography
still depends on
manual techniques, including lhe production of sur.
vey schematics such as this small corner of the
Mammoth Cave survey net around Rhoda's Arcade.
Crossing lines (Ire not connected. Boxed numbers
are survey books.

lNSJDECRF Annual Meeting: A report on the Sl. Louis
meeting, including election of new Members.
Hamilton Valley-an update on the CRF Property
by Roger McClure & Richard Zopf.
Hidden River-a summary of recent finds by Chris
Groves.
Fort Stanton Cave vandals
Snowball
Room cleanup.

sentenced.

l'lus-cxpedition reports, NPS news, and more.
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NEWSLETTER
Volume
Established 1973

22, NO.1

Editors, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton
Route I, Box I lOA
Annapolis, MO 63620
Production Manager: Richard Zopf
Quarterly: Feb., May, Aug., Nov.
Subscriptions: $5.00 per year. Free to JVs.
Tbe CRF NEWSLETTER is a publication of the
Cave Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of
. Kentucky for the purpose of furthering research,
conservation. and education about caves and

karst. For infonnation about thc CRF, write to:
Mel Park, CRF President, 1541 Peabody
Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104-383 I.

making slow progress in entering old reports, starting
from CRFs birth.
When we complete this task, not only will searching
for data be much easier, but also all the reports will
fit in one hand instead of five file boxes. They will
also be far easier to duplicate.
If you have access to a computer and are willing to
type in reports, your help could certainly speed the
process, while at the same time. you can enjoy some
of the history of the exploration of the longest cave.
Just contact Richard Zopf, 830 Xenia Avenue,
Yellow Springs, OH 45387-1628. Tel: 513-767-9222
(before 10 p.m. eastern).
Position Open at Mammoth Cave. Mammoth
Cave National Park is seeking to hire a resource
management specialist for 3 years. The snccessful
applicant will primarily be responsible for coordinating cave gating, associated biomonitoriog, and
resource inventory of me many small caves within

BULLETIN

BOARD

Address
Changes:
Please send all address
changes to Richard Zopf, 830 Xenia Avenue, Yellow
Springs, OH 45387. Tel: 513-767-9222 (before 10 p.m.
eastern). Also, if you have an E-Mail Address,
please send it to Richard. Future address lists will
include e-mail addresses, and if there is sufficient
response, the new information may be printed in the
News/elter or posted on the Caver's Forum.
CRF Annual
Report: Articles for the 1993
Annual Report are due. The deadline is February 15
Please send your articles immediately to Karen
Lindsley, 12, Orchard Road, Lucas, TX 75002-8061.
Articles should consist of extended abstracts supported by a few key references and camera-ready
illustrations, the whole not to exceed five doublespaced pages 8 1/2" by 11" (approx. 1250 words). A
machine-readable disk with hard copy backup is preferred. Black and white photographs are also
solicited-send glossy 8" by 10" prints. Also, if you
gave a cave-related talk or seminar during 1993, list
the title, date, and place.
CRF Mammoth
Cave Field Headquarters
fund raising drive: Help make thc planned Mammoth
Cave field headquarters a reality. Send your tax deductible donations to the treasurer, Roger McClure,
4700 Amberwood Drive, Dayton, OH 45424.
Donations are also solicited for the International
Exploration Fund.
Typists
needed
for Mammoth
Cave trip
reports: For about ten years the Mammoth Cave
operation of CRF has attempted to use compnters to
store, organize, and access trip reports. Today, most
reports are typed directly into a database and we are

the park boundaries [see p. 5]. For further infonnation,
call Anthony Gareau, 502-758-2238.
Deadline for next issue is April 1. Please
make sure your submissions for the next issue reach

us by the above date. SHIMS

Notes from

Here and There

We regret to announce the death of
Olive
Rohrer of Queen, NM, on 15th October, 1993.
Although in poor health for years, Olive remained a
walker and race-walkcr (and marathon participant)
well into 1993, belying her 78 years. Her health didn't
pennit much caving, but CRFcrs will fondly recall
Olive's conversations as she held the fort at the CRF
hnt while hnsband Tom was off surveying in the cave.
Olive was bnried at the cemetery at Queen on 20
October. In addition to neighbors and fellow church
members, the funeral was attended by Tom's mother
and brother, Ransom Turner, and Kevin Glover (both
with USFS) and JVs John Corcoran and Duke
McMullan.
Olive will be missed.

***
Mammoth

Cave National

Park Superintendent

Dave Mihalic has been temporarily reassigned to
the position of NPS Chief of Policy. Mihalic was
asked to take the assignment dne to his experience in
developing partnerships with local and state elected
officials in developing solutions to protecting
Mammoth Cave while providing opportunities for sustainable economic growth in the area. The assignment is expected to last through the spring. Assistant
superintendent Michael Holm will manage park
operations in Mihalic's absence.
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Hamilton Valley ProjectBuilding Fund Update
Roger McClure
Exciting things continue to happen at Hamilton
Valley. Those attending the Annual Meeting in
November were able to hear a presentation by the architect and see a model and drawings of the project.
The building committee tells me the plans are nearing the final stage, and preparation of the engineering
drawing will be getting underway.
Hamilton Valley took on a winter wonderland
look over New Year with a layer of snow and
sparkling ice-covered branches. The County has improved the road to our property, adding a few new
culverts, widening, straightening, and leveling the
road. We have a contractor who is starting to build a
road to the building site. A number of onr folks, especially Ron Bridgemon and Richard Zopf, worked hard
breaking up old concrete in and around the barn
which will be used as fill for our road bed.
Fund raising continues to move forward, I1lIl..2il:
need eyeryone's help. Over 100 people bavc now
made donations totalling over $110,000, with many
indicating they will make addition donations.
Contributors since the last Newsletter are:
B. Bristol; Doug Baker; Claude Chabert; Dave
Deamer; Phil DiBlasi; Jan Hemberger; Robert
Fries; Carol and Alan Hill; J. T. Henderson;
Charles & Louise HildeboIt;
William
Halliday; Dan Lins; Richard Market; Gail
McCoy; Bob Osburn; Elizabeth and Tom
Poulson; Cleveland Pinnix; Jan Paul Van dec

Pas; Susan Sparrold; Gordon and Judy Smith;
Bob Salika; Gail Wagner; Anna Watson;
Patty Jo and Richard Watson.
For planning purposes, we are encouraging people to make pledges so we will know when we have
enough donations and pledges to be able to start construction. In addition to the $110,000 in donations, six
of our members have pledged a total of $120,000fantastic! While we do not yet know Ule actual cost
of construction,

I estimate

we have donations and

pledges that put ns over halfway to our goal.
We hope everyone will contribute, at whatever
level they can afford. Remember, our Foundation is
an approved tax exempt organization, so you can
help and also get a tax deduction. Send your contributions and pledges to
Cave Research Foundation
Roger McClure, Treasurer
4700 Amberwood Drive
Dayton, 011 45424

***

Hamilton VaHey Work Report
Richard Zopf
During the 1993 Thanksgiving expedition, several JVs made their first visits to CRF's land and
Ulere were two afternoons of work. On Friday, young
Thomas Borden was my most steadfast helper, but
Jim Borden and Ron Bridgemon also made significant contributions. I had originally opened up the
south end of the upper barn so the road builder could
enter with his loader and remove the crude concrete
slab and platform to use as part of Ule fill for the
road. However, he expressed concern about damaging
We bam so I planned to remove the concrete near

structural members by hand.
The project has worked like a cave dig; at first it
looks like just a lillie easy digging will do the job,
but then.... Near the door the concrete was thin and
easily broken with a sledgehammer into chunks. It
seemed we could just remove it all by hand. But UIC
slab kept getting thicker and harder to break. Like a
dig, though, it is hard to stop after investing the initial energy. Thomas and I developed a strategy that
required less brute force and finished Ule slab just
before dark.
The next day, Ron and I decided to tackle Ule
platform after having given the whole barn stabilization project some thought. Perhaps our most impor-

tant observation was that the splayed sides on the
barn are intentional; where they are straight UICsupports have fallen inward off their foundations.
Regardless of how we use UICbarn, better grading
around it will be necessary to stop the pattern of erosion around UICfoundation.
The platfonn was made by building a block wall
out from a wood wall and filling most of the space
with stone. Over that was poured a concrete slab.
Again the slab was thicker than we would have liked,
but hardly an immovable ubject when confronted
with "John Henry" Bridgemon and his sledge hammer. JH would pound a hole in the block as fast as I
could cart off the rnbble. I would then remove the
underlying stone and pack-rat nests. With the six-inch
slab now cantilevered, it could no longer resist Ron's
massive blows. We got the hard half done before
dark, so the job can be easily finished in anoUler half
day by a dozen healthy cavers or Ron and an
assistant.

A byprodnct of this effort is the beginning of a
collection of limestone and sandstone rocks that
could become a part of the fireplace in our new
building.

CRF
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CRF 1993 Annual

Meeting

Mel Park
The Annual CRF Board Meeting was held in Sl.
Louis, November 19-20. There are many changes occurring in CRF and the Board required two full days
of deliberation and still left business undone; in a
return to earlier practices, the directors will meet in
spring 1994 to continue their work.
Rod Hemni, the architect CRF has contracted to
desi(n the Hamilton Valley facility, brought two
large models of the site and buildings, as well as
plans and renderings. This was a key presentation at
the public meeting Saturday afternoon. The directors
approved an engineering and architectural contract
for $18,200
with Voelker
Winn
Architects,
Louisville, the Kentucky firm that Me. Hemni has
arranged to handle the next stage of planning. The
Board also provided the land management committee
with a $30,000 budget for expenses related to maintenance and improvement on the property.
Seven JVs were elected to Membership in the
Foundation [sec below]. Three new directors were
elected to the Board: Phil DiBlasi (Louisville,
Kentucky), Pat Helton (Lubbock, Texas), and Dob
Osburn (St. Louis, Missouri). This brings the number
of directors to thirteen.
Saturday's open meeting included reports from
all CRF project directors, providing an excellent
opportunity to learn about and discuss the many
diverse activities that makes up CRF. Scott lIouse
gave a slide show of the mapping and biological
inventory work that CRF has been conducting on
public lands in Missouri.
Honored guests from
Missouri included Jerry GOlt and Tom Peters of the
Mark Twain National Forest, Dill O'Donnel and Jim
Simpson from the Ozark National Scenic Riverways,
and Rick Thorn, from the Missouri Department of
Conservation.
Drother Nicholas Sullivan, past president of the
NSS and of the Explorers Club, was introduced by
CRF President Mel Park as both a distinguished
guest and "just another JV"; there followed a merry
round of Brother Nick stories that left us younger folk
entertained.
Pat Watson and Cyndi Mosch presented their
findings on the 8,000-year old human remains found
in Colorado. This was a fascinating example of senior
and still-training investigators sharing enthusiasm and
insights from their two very different fields. Pat is a
Professor
in the Department
of Anthropology,
Washington University, and Cyndi is an undergraduate geology student who has done significant work
with Carol Hill.
Ron Bridgemon, assisted by Janet Sowers, gave
the featured presentation
on the 1993 CRF-China
Expedition.
The teams
conducted
geological,

Newsletter

biological and cartographic research in two remOle
parts of southern China. Stan Sides wrapped up the
evening with a presentation of vintage CRF slides.
Special thanks to Red and Pat Watson for making the arrangements, including the fantastic banquet.
Next year's Annual Meeting will be in California.

Newly Elected CRF Members
Membership in the Foundation is an honorary
award given by the board to joim venturers who have
made significant contributions toward the goals of the
Foundation. Seven Memberships were awarded at the
1993 Annual Meeting:
Ian Baren offered his unique services to CRF several years ago. Fluent in Mandarin Chinese, he has
been pivotal in the three highly successful CRF
China expeditions, and acted as leader of the most
recent (1993) expedition.
Dave and Sue Ecklund
have been JVs for nearly
a decade, most of that time at Carlsbad and more
recently at Mammoth Cave. They have been very active in exploration, survey, and restoration. For the
past three years, Dave and Sue have been coordinators of the CRF-NSS-NPS
Carlsbad
Cavern
Restoration Field Camp. They have also undertaken
several of those unglamorous but essential behindthe-scenes jobs that keep CRF going, including the
monumental task of maintaining
the CRF address
list. Although their nominations came as a package,
each were elected for their individnal enthusiasm and
unwavering support of the goals of tllC Foundation.
Angelo George has a record of accomplishment
as
a scholar of cave history. His study of the saltpeter
works at Mammoth Cave have been a landmark in
describing the correct relationships of the remaining
artifacts. Membership is awarded to Angelo in recognition of his commiUnenl to the Foundation's work in
the Mammoth Cave area; in turn we who love
Mammoth Cave have b<ien rewarded by tlle wealth of
knowledge he has taught us.
Pat Kamhesis
was very active in the Guadalupe
Escarpment operation for a number of years. lIer activity with CRF diminished somewhat as the lure of
Lechuguilla took hold and she became a Director of
the Lechngnilla
Cave Project. She is currently a
director of LEARN which reopened Lechuguilla for
exploration and survey. Pat is again active as a JV,
serving as Chief Cartographer on tlle last two China
expeditions. Her maps have won awards at the last
two NSS Conventions. At the 1993 NSS Convention
she was awarded the Lew Bicking Award for her
prolific and hard-charging caving style.
Cyndi
Mosch has been a JV for more than a
decade, and has been an active cave mineralogist in
the Guadalnpe and Apache Mountains, and Cave of
the Winds, Colorado. She has been a field assistant
to Carol Hill for the past ten years. For the last

February
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several years, she has worked with Patty 10 Watson
on the exciting find of 8000 year old human remains
from a Colorado cave [November, 1993 Newsletter].
Carol Vesely has dedicated a sizeable portion of
her life to caving projects, including expeditions to
Belize, Lechuguilla, editorship of the Cal Caver,
operations at Lilburn Cave, and most recently
participation in the 1993 CRF China Expedition. At
Lilburn Cave, she progressed from participating IV to
party leader, to expedition leader, and on to principal
investigator of a NPS funded project to devise cave
inventory and appraisal procedures for use in
limestone caves of the Western Region.
Many of the above arc overdue the thanks that
CRF Membership confers. To all recipients, your
contributions to CRF and to cave research are truly
appreciated.

Eleventh National Cave Management
Symposium Held at Carlsbad
Mel Park
National Cave Management Symposia are held
every other year to bring together federal and state
government land managers, private commercial cave
owners, and cavers. Interface with the first is especially important to the CRF mission because rapport
between our community and those that manage the
bulk of our major cave systems needs to be continually improved upon. Moreover, in this dawning year

of the National Cave Resource Protection Act, the
federal and state land managers need to and want to
learn more about us and what caver volunteers have
to offer to them.
In all, 152 attended the 1993 symposium held
October 27.30 in Carlsbad, New Mexico, making this
one of the most successful symposia yet. Co-bosts
were the Bureau of Land Management, National Park
Service, Cave Research Foundation, National
Speleological Society, and U.S. Forest Service. CRF,
through our treasurer, Roger McClure, managed the
finances and registration for the symposium. IVs from
Ohio and New Mexico pitched in, along with NSS
volunteers, to handle various administrative tasks
during the meetings. Pat Helton, since elected a CRF
Director, gave the opening remarks on behalf of CRF.
Sessions dealt with the use of volunteers, bat
monitoring, gating, biota inventory, the National
Cave Resources Protection Act, education about
caves and karst, cave survey standards, caving as
part of for-pay outdoors training courses, computers,
karst hydrology, the Dark Canyon Environmental
Impact Statement, the China CRF trips, and mnch
more.

Highlights were the sessions explaining the
background and procedures of the National Cave
Resources Protection Act. This new act has given the
land agencies the task of listing each of the signiticant caves within their park, district, or forest. They
heavily depend upon the caving community to
accomplish this. One fear of the land managers is
that cavers will not divulge the locations of presently
secret caves. Sessions on the usc of volunteers and
on project caving were, therefore. well attended.

I discussed with a room-fnll of federal land managers, and others, the importance of Internet communication. One reason there was an overwhelming and
well-coordinated public response to the proposed
Dark Canyon gas drilling was the very active cavers
Internet fomm with international participation.
The keynote address was by Dr. Merlin Tuttle,
founder and director
of Bat Conservation
International. He fascinated us with tales of tlle successes and some defeats in efforts to conserve bat
habitats. CRF IV Debbie Buecher had the privilege
of holding Dr. Tuttle's traveling companion, a juvenile flying fox, while the audience gathered to pet
and observe.
The day for the field trips was the day a serious
stonn went through so that most groups found tllemselves having a hard time hiking' in a cold and biting
wind. I wanted to learn more about oil and gas
drilling in the area, so I went on a surface trip to the
gypsum karst. 80% of all petroleum wells being
actively drilled in North America are in the Carlsbad
area. There is, and there will continue to be, extensive drilling around the caves and karst there. It is

possible to believe that a paradigm shift has occurred
and that having cavers like Ron Kerbo, Jim Goodbar,
Dale Pate, and others well placed in the federal
bureaucracy is going to assure that this drilling is
going to be done in ways that do not endanger tlle
caves beneath.

MCNP Receives Funding for Entrance
Protection and Monitoring
Mammoth Cave National Park is to reccive
Natural Resources

Preservation

Program

funding

over the next tllree years for installing bat gates and
airlocks on certain entrances and Jor monitoring the
resulting changes in microclimate

and entrance-zone

biology. Aunospheric monitoring equipment will soon
be installed inside several entrances to record air
temperatnre and relative humidity.
Funding is also included for inventorying the
park's smaller caves and accurately locating their
entrances using Global Positioning System equipment.
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EXPEDITIONS
MAMMOTH CAVE

...COTltinuedfrom p.l
then returned to Pensacola Avenue to correct errors
in the grid system that occurred on the first trip there.
Two photo-documentation trips went to Gratz
Avenue. The higher moisture level here compared
with Gothic Avenue results in the preserved graffiti
being fainter.
River and Roppel: There was one marathon (26
hour) trip to the White River in northern Roppel. The
crew mapped 400 ft. of low chert crawl, passed a
squeeze, and were rewarded with a pit dropping to
walking-height passage below the chert layer, which
went for 1000+ feet. A blowing lead remains to be
explored and mapped on a subsequent trip.
Four trips entered HawkinslLogsdon River. One
party went to the trunk downstream from the forks to
eontinue resurvey of the original "C-Survey". This
was the first survey put in by CRF in the heady rush
after discovery of Hawkins River, and the sketch was
a bit lacking. The party covered 1200 ft. to the edge
of deep water npstream from the Czar Chasm
(Proctor Cave) connection. Here progress was
stopped by general malaise caused by the deep pool
with relatively little air space.
A party went to the "snarl of eanyons and
domes" around X-15 pit on the route to Kaemper
Avenue, where 450 ft. of new canyons were surveyed.
There is still potential; some of these passages are
higher in elevation than Kaemper Avenue. A third

This was the first survey put in by CRF in the
heady rush after discovery of Hawkins River,
and the sketch was a bit lacking.
team went to the Mammoth-Roppel connection area
and checked a number of leads, but all were tight
and muddy, and were relegated to future survey
crews. The fourth crew went to the Right Hand Fork
in downstream Hawkins River (at last!) The best lead
here is in fact a fairly inhospitable chert crawl with a
considerable quantity of water and no noticeable airflow. Fifteen stations-350 ft.-were accomplished
before the clinometer became unreadable. The lead
continues wet with low air-space (6 inches).
Historic Mammoth: A party went to Napoleon's
Dome in Gratz Avenue, setting 33 stations to replace
a lost survey book; they also picked up a few feet of
new survey. A trip went to Cox Avenue, where the
party surveyed down a previously undescended pit,
finding no way on (except for crayfish).
Four trips went to Eleusinian Way, a complicated area in central Mammoth Cave Ridge, centered on a large, recently "rediscovered" canyon. The

trips netted close to 400 ft. of new survey, and
achieved a considerable amount of new JV training .
One party mapped a snaggy chert crawl for 120 ft.
Another mapped a short loop before a sticking instrument reduced them to lead-checking. The other two
parties worked on a small ceiling channel.
A trip to Valley Way Side Cut and Welcome
Avenue cleaned up several leads and netted 350 ft. of
resurvey. Markolfs Dome/Pit was descended, with
110ft. surveyed to the bottom. A tight drain was followed for thirty feet but the trip was halted because
in the words of the party leader, "The passage
required two good knees and I only had one."
Survey Crews: Pensacola Ave. signatures-Larry
Pursell, Cbarlie Pursell, Bob Parrish, Mike Nardacci;
Snowball Room signatures-Larry
Pursell, Charlie Pursell,
Joe Levinson, Bob Parrish; Gratz & Gothic Ave. photos (2
trips)-Chuck Swedlund, Francis Swedlund, Mike Carey;
Roppel, While River-Bill Kocrschncr, lev Sterling, Russ
Conner; Hawkins River Downstream-Scott
llouse. Lillian
Novcla, Dick Maxey, Cheryl Early; X.15 Pit-Rick
Olson,
Dick Market, Wieslaw Klis; Mammoth.Roppel connection
area-Pat Kambesis, Don Coons; Right Fork Hawkins
River-Neil
Hammond. Richard Zopf, Dave Ecklund;
Napoleon's Dome-Jim
Borden, Marla Steele. Jeremy
Cooper; Cox Ave.-Neil Hammond, Randy Jackson, Grant
Van Hemert; Eleusinian
Way-I)
Sue Ecklund, Lea
Florea,
Darren Fowler;
2) Terri
Hammond,
Jane
Prendergast, Joe Levinson; 3) Lillian Novela, Darren
Fowler, Grant Van Hemert; 4) Terri Hammond, Lea Florea.
Mike Carey; Valley Way-Dick
Maxcy, Cheryl Early,
Jeremy Cooper; Markolfs Dome-Dick
Market, Wieslaw
Klis, Jane Prendergast.

Columbus Day. Oct, 9-lQ
Leaders, Neil & Terri Hammond
Historic Mammoth: One party continued resurveying a maze with several levels of tubes and comfortable crawls off Pensacola Avenue. They wound up
spending the entire day here, and more work remains.
In Gratz Avenue two parties did some resurvey and
checked leads off Napoleon's Dome. At least one
passage here had not been previously entered. An
unusual feature of this area was a concentration of
calcite-filled geodes. The second trip was shortened
when one person didn't fil through a tight squeeze. A
trip went to £Ieusinian Way to clean up some small
leads, and another went to Cox Avenue to check high
leads on the old Cox Entrance route.
The downstream Mystic River survey continued
with a trip to resurvey an upper overflow route and a
low stream loop. More is left to do here, including
two long sump pools, which will wail unlil the water
is lower.
Flint Ridge: The Salts Trunk resurvey reached a
milestone with completion of the main trunk as far
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as the collapsed Pike Chapman Entrance. The next
two phases of this project will be to remap the large
canyon complex northwest of Pike Chapman, and to
flesh out the extensive passages that parallel the
main trunk at a lower level. A section of this stuff
near Mummy Valley was the subject of the latest of
several trips. A significant amount of new survey in
"real" solutional passage has been added in this
well-known area. Two circles of stone were found
here, which may have been aboriginal "sorting beds"
associated with mineral collecting; they await archeological examination. Of more recent historic interest
was the probable site of the blast to prevent entry
into the Quarter-Mile Crouch way dating from Ihe
Lehrberger-Austin caving era.
River and Rappel: A party went to Arlie Way in
Roppel to survey small leads found on a previous trip.
The main passage surveyed was an awkward and
muddy passage above the small waterfall in South
Arlie Way, which is still going. There was a trip to
Logsdon River's Lee Avenue to survey a dry 3 ft. by 3
ft. passage which turned out to be 600 ft. long. Other
leads remain here.
History: There were four trips for the historical documentation projects. Two photography parties went to
Gratz and Gothic Avenues, while signature-collection
crews worked in the Bottomless Pit and Snowball
Room areas. The area around Bottomless Pit contains
dense concentrations of signatures, including those of
many old guides. Many clusters of high-quality signatures from the late 1800's and early 1900's were
recorded in Reveller's Hall. A few new signatures
were also documented from the Snowball Room, following the latest cleanup.
Small Caves: A party in Wilson Cave found that
numerous leads ended in tight, wet squeezes. A 50 ft.
pit remains to be dropped; two smaller drops could be
done with a cable ladder. Another group went on a
quest to survey small caves in and around Sank
Hollow and Ugly Creek north of the Green River.
One, Wilson's Sugar Pit, was positively located and
mapped. What may have been Florentine Cave-an
unpleasant crawl in sulfurous water-was
found,
some way from its reported site. Meredith Cave could
not be found. Apparently, there are some discrepancies with the reported locations.
Thanks to those who helped flesh out parties, especially
Scott House. who spent considerable time giving us objcc.
tives and routes. If you have to stay above ground while everyone else caves, October is the month to do it.
Survey Crews: Pensacola Ave.-Scott House, Wieslaw
Klis, Jon Smith, Derek Bristol; Gratz Ave.-I)
Tom
Brucker, Cheryl Early. Steve Duncan, Steve McLuckie; 2)
Dave West, Karen Willmes, Seamus Decker, Patti Porter;
Eleus;n;an Way-Dick Maxey, Rob Kaplan, Mike Carey.
Darrin Fowler; Cox Ave.-Phil Bodanza, Dick Market,
Tom Grant, Patti Porter; Mystic River-Mick Sutton, Sue
Hagan, Jon Smith; Salts Trunk-Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan,
Bob Salika, Richard Hand; Mummy Valley-Stan Sides,

Sheila Sands, Grant Van Hemert; Arlie Way-Jim Borden,
Roger McClure, Irv Sterling, Marla Steele; Lee Ave.-Phil
Bodanza, Steve McLuckie, Derek Bristol, Russ Conner;
Gratz & Gothic Ave. phOIOS-(two trips) Charles and
Francis Swedlund; Historic Tour signatures-Bob Parrish,
Harry Grover, H. Foster, R. Gresham; Snowball Room/
PensacoLaAve. signatures-Larry Pursell, Bob Parrish,
Charlie Pursell;
Wilson Cave-Dave
West,
Karen
Willmes, Joyce Hoffmaster, Seamus Decker; Misc. small
caves-Joyce Hoffmaster, Rob Kaplan, Bob Salika, Tom
Grant.

December 1I-l2
Leader, Doug Baker
Five lVs attended this special "between the holidays" expedition to work in the Historic Section of
Mammoth Cave. One party continued work to resurvey the loop from Audubon Avenue to River Hall by
mapping 560 ft. of Little Bat Avenue, with some additional time allotted to touch-up sketching of surface
features immediately outside the Historic Entrance.
A second party surveyed two minor leads near
the north end of Pensacola Avenue and checked Iwo
climbing leads near the junction of Main Cave and
Cyclops' Gateway, yielding 70 ft. of new survey and
an additional 70 fl. of resurvey to tie to recoverable
stations; one of the Pensacola leads was especially
critical to the Historic Section map since it resolved
a problem involving the sheet's north boundary.
Survey Crews: Little Bat Ave.-Doug
Baker, George
Bilbrey, Carrie Christopher; Pensacola Ave.lMain CaveNeil Hammond, Terri Hammond.

LILB URN CA VE
Noyember 6-7
Leaders, Carol Vesely and Bill Farr
A group of seven motivated cavers descended on
Redwood Canyon for the last trip of the season. The
two main objectives were to check the promising
leads in the Attic-Attic section that had been too wet
earlier in the year, and to retrieve Bill Farr's dive
gear from the Upstream Rise before the winter
stonns.
With such a small group, it was difficult organizing teams due to a shortage of leaders and sketchers.
The only two people who knew the cave were also
two of the smallest cavers and were needed to push
the light leads in the Attic-Attic. Finally, it was decided that the Altic team would drop the other team
off at the East Stream on their way and then the two
teams would rejoin again for the trip back oul. Anncd
with a map of the "3.2M" quad, the East Stream
team began systematically checking leads. In total,
they checked eight: four ended immediately and the
other four were surveyed. None of the passages went
more than 80 feet.
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The Attic-Attic team found that the eight-foothigh waterfall that had impeded progress in the spring
was now only a trickle. This passage was heading in
the direction of nearby Mays Cave and bad good
airflow. After climbing the smootll-walled "Bombay"
chimney to the top of the falls, the lead cbecker
found that the canyon got ton narrow just around the
bend. Then the team checked two other tight leads.
One headed downstream to a small room before
becoming cobble-choked and the other fissure also
became too small.
The two teams met and checked a high lead
heading in a good direction above the White Rapids.
Using chocks and a belay line the lead climber was
able to reach the lead but it turned out to be only a
deep alcove.
The following day three cavcrs successfully retrieved dive tanks and gear from the Upstream Rise,
while the olhers chopped wood for the winter.
Survey
Crews: Attic-Attie-C.
Vesely. B. Farr. II.
Lacger; East Stream-A. Fortini, B. Cable, M. Ulawski, T.
Fanner; Upstream Rise-D. Farr, H. Lacger, B. Cable.

LAVA BEDS
Summary by Janet Sowers
The Lava Beds project operated al a somewhat
reduced level in 1993. We are still in that in-between
stage-letting the dust settle after our major effort of
1988-1992, deciding on new directions, and getting
acquainted with new Lava Beds National Monument
staff hired on this past summer. Major accomplishments included :
* Survey, inventory, photodocumentation and
mineralogical analysis of Fleener's Chimney Cave.
* Survey of fern species at cave entrances.
* Survey and reconnaissance of small, previously
undocumented caves.

*

Continuation of the twice-a-year ice level mon-

itoring, begun in 1989.
* Development of a cave numbering scheme
based on the lava tube system and relative downstream position within that system.
* Development of a database structure for basic
cave data. Data from 225 caves were entered.
* Providing the NPS with an air pboto showing
the locations of 175 caves.
CRF's working agreement with the Monument
will be renewed for another five years. One upeoming
project will be the establishment of a new field
house. The old house will be razed, as it is unsafe.
We will be given work and storage space in the old
visitor center, and will be allowed to sct up a trailer
on the site of the former field house. CRF will co-operate with the Monument in finding ways to fund a
permanent volunteer research center.

GUADALUPES
Fort Stanton Cave. Aye 7-8
Leader, Gavin Corcoran
Twenty-eight eavers attended the three-day expedition, the purpose of which was to continue the
precision survey and photomonitoring work at Fort
Stanton Cave. The survey started from the Devil's
Backbone in the main corridor. Using the Pentax
theodolite, the dual interlocked traverse was tied to
the existing survey at a brasscap below Crystal Crawl
and terminated at the entrance to the crawl.
Photomonitoring points were establisbed to
gauge the amount of physical impact from visitors.
Photo points were surveyed-in from Twenty Steps to
the beginning of the Decoration Passage. There was
one exploration trip in the south end of the cave,
where the Elbert's Alley survey was completed,
yielding 100ft. of new survey. In this area, there is a
very delicate flowslonc

coating over a mud floor;

someone trying to walk across the Ilowstone could
easily break through. The solution was to place a
plastic tarp over the Ilowstone and belly-crawl over
it.

Possible locations for the Hell Hole gate were
examined, one of which was later selected as the site
for the planned gate.
On the second day of the expedition, nine cave
vandals were apprehended with the assistance of
CRF personnel by the Lincoln Connty Sheriffs
Department and BLM law enforcement personnel
[sec stories in November 1993 Newsletter, p. 2 and
this issne, p. 13].
Participants:
Lois Bergthold.
Mike Bilbo (BLM),
Jennifer Dreen. Alan Cobb. Gralin and Kale Coffin. Carrie.
Dorothy, Gavin, John, and Shannon Corcoran, Walter
Feaster, Andrew, Mathew, Tony. and Vick Greco, Eva
Habish, Fritzi. Jim. and Rachel Hardy, Landon and Linda
Isler. Josh Landon, Lynne Lazelle, Barbara Luke, Duke
McMullan. Carl Pagano, Charles Tuberville.

Fall Expedition, Oct, 10-16. Lincoln NF
Leader, Dick Venters
Five cavers attended this ridgewalking expedition on the Lincoln National Forest. Rechecking
some previonsly walked areas tnrned np three new
sinks. One new area checked was an elevated region
of

limestone

"Rattlesnake

on

private

land,

nicknamed

Island'" Althongh more rattlesnakes

than sinks were noted, several new sinks and three

new caves were fonnd here. Another nnrecorded cave
was found on National Forest land, and in all, twelve
new sinks were discovered. The crew also reported an
apparent incident of timber poaching.
Participants:
Tom Harris, Dennis
Pape. Bob Pape. Dick Venters.

Helffenstein.

Anita

•

Februar

Dec 18-19. Carlshad Cavern
Leader, Duke McMullan
This special expedition worked entirely within
the New Mexico Room. Two teams went to the
Western Lower Maze. Their work included a bit of
resurvey, adding some profiles, surveying some new
stuff, and finding still more new stuff. Of particular
note was the discovery of a new route into the
"WLM" survey from the New Mexico Room, rcquiring only a 100ft. handline, which should materially
speed up access to this area. The third team surveyed
pits near the entrance of the New Mexico Room.
Each team surveyed a bit over 250 ft., with an
expedition total of 800 ft.
Participants:
Lois Bergthold,
Bob Cable, Michael
Flores, Jeffrey Forbes, John Francisco, Dave Hayes (NPS),
Brian Holcomb, John Langevin, Jamie Lankford. Barry
Loucks, Rita Loucks, Mike Mansur, Duke McMullan.

FITTON CAVE
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Summary by Pete Lindsley
We had six expeditions during 1993, led jointly
by Mike Pearson, Danny Vann, and Pete Liudsley.
Average participation was a dozen people. The core
group of about a dozen cavers were joined by around
20 new lVs during the year.
The emphasis was on the lower levels, from the
Round Room downstream to the Out Room. This section is quite complex, with up to four levels below
the major East Passage trunk. Surveys in the more
complex areas use pairs of teams that can survey si.
multaneously aloug adjacent levels and tie surveys
together for closure control. Multi-level cross-sections
will be needed in some of the more complex areas to
euhance the East Passage quads.
Additional areas surveyed during 1993 included
portions of Grand Central, the downstream section
where the cave stream disappears before it emerges
at Fitton Spring. The rear of Fitton Spring was examin'ed, but no leads were found. A small spring nearby
was entered for the first time, but it could not be
determined if this was related to Fitton Spring.
One interesting observation was a strange layer
of carbonized material below a certain lcvel in
Lower East Passage. The material appears to consist
of small burned chips of wood, possibly washed iu
following a forest fire. The elevation of this material
is 20-30 ft. above the present water level, indicating
a significant flood sometime in the past. We have
observed a small amount of wood, sediments, and bat
bones associated with this layer, which should allow
dating.
CRF personnel participated in discussion of a
proposed new NPS "Action Plan" for the cave.
Recreational use of the cave has increased consider-
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ably during the past several years, and there is a
general concern among the caving community that
the cave is suffering. Several lVs took part in a meeting in November to discuss tlle problem. The general
caving community was mostly in agreement that usc
of the cave needs to be reduced, and they appear to
support the new NPS regulations which will reduce
the number of cave permits issued and the number of
cavers allowed on each permit. Scientific permits are
not being changed.
There arc several potential projects including
mineralogy, geology, hydrology, and biology that
would be of interest to qualified researchers.
Interested people should contact the project manager
. Pete Lindsley, 12 Orchard Road, Lucas, TX 750028061 (214-727-2497) or Arkansas area manager
Danny Vann, 16026 Greasy Valley, Prairie Grove,
AR 72753 (501-848.3308).

MISSOURI
October throngh December
Report by Mick Sutton
Field work through this period continued to be ad.
versely affected by the inclement weather that has
typified 1993. Nevertheless, a few things got done.
One crew mapped and inventoried Leatherwood Cave
on the privately owned Pioneer Forest in Shannon
County. The large entrance led to 500 ft. of passage,
featuring a stream crawl and considerable sleaze.
The party exited into a rare October snow storm and
mapped a short (and drafty) natural tunnel and a
shelter nearby.
The following day was devoted to mapping and
inventorying well-known Bat Cave in Oregon County
(listed in 1 Harlan Bretz's classic Caves of Missouri).
The cave's population of gray bats has been in
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decline owing to heavy visitation, but the mapping
crew discovered an additional, previously unknown
roost, protected by a thoroughly unpleasant crawl in
liquid guano. The mapped length of the cave was
about 1500 ft. Included among an interesting assortment of wildlife were dense population of predatory
ground beetles and rove beetles (Staphylinids) on the
fresh guano piles. The U.S. Forest Service plans to
gate the cave soon to protect the gray bat maternity
cohiny.
On the third day of this frigid expedition, a party
hiked in the snow to lIy to find a reported cave in
Peter Cave Hollow on Missouri Department of
Conservation land in Shannon County. Many caves
have already been mapped and inventoried there by
CRF crews. The cave was not at its reported location
but the party found, mapped, and inventoried two
other small caves, one of them requiring an awkward

Greer Spring Dive
On September 23, divers Dave Porter and Roger
Gliedt attempted to dive the main boil of Greer
Spring. This enterprise is of considerable interest to
CRFs Missouri researchers, since Greer Spriug, the
third largest rising in the Ozarks, is within CRF's
study area in the Mark Twain National Forest Eleven
Point dislIiet.
Porter spent about 30 minutes underwater at shallow depth. He described the outlet as being a fracture
6-7 ft. wide and 6-10 ft. long. The water force was too
SlIong to allow him to enter the fissure, and a strong
undertow dissuaded him from approaching too close,
but he reported that there seemed to be open passage
beyond. Porter feels that the dive will be possible,
but will have to be done under much lower flow
conditions.

The divers also looked at the cave upslIeam from
the main boil, from which a secondary output
emerges (the cave was mapped and inventoried in
1992 as part of the CRr effort in the area). Gliedt
explored the upslIeam syphon and said there is potential to do a longer dive, but again it will need lower
water conditions.
Information/rom lady Eberly, USFS.

New Projects at Sequoia-Kings Canyon
In 1993, CRF expanded its Sequoia-King's
Canyon operations beyond Redwood Canyon. One
new project will inventory and map the caves of
Mineral King. Leading this project is Glen Malliet, a
long-time JV who has come up through the ranks
from Lilburn JV to party leader to expedition leader.
There arc more than 20 caves in the Mineral King
area at elevations ranging from 8500-11,000 ft. Not
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climb, the other featuring a low slIeam crawl-for
the third day in a row, plans for pleasant, dry trips ran
afoul of reality.
CRF crews will no longer operate out of the
Alley Center field headquarters, as a result of a big
stonn that hit southeast Missouri in late November.

The storm did not directly affect the building, but it
flooded a nearby concessionaire's shop. The National
Park Service have relocated the concessionaire to
the Alley Center building, but have found another
NPS building at Van Buren that CRF parties can usc.
The distance to most of our field-work locations will
be about the same as from Alley Spring.
crews: Leatherwood Cave-Scott House. Sue
Hagan, Mick Sutton; Bat Cave-Scott House, Sue Hagan,
Mick Sutton, Tim O'Dell, Cathy O'Dell; Peter em'e
Hollow-Scott House, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton.

Survey

all the caves are fully explored. Mineral King, once
coveted by Walt Disney for a ski resort, was lIansferred to Sequoia-King's Canyon National Park from
the Sierra National Forest in the omnibus wilderness
bill under the Carter adminislIation.
The second new project is being led by Carol
Vesely and is directed at devising a quantitative
resource inventory form for limestone and marble
caves of the Western Region. The project was
inspired by Janet Sowers' and Bill Devereaux's highly
successful inventory at Lava Beds National
Monument.

Cave Education in ArkansasA CRF Tradition
For the last seven summers, a group of dedicated
public school teachers have put together a three
week program for young high school students to learn
about caving. Hundreds of students apply each year
to be among the thirty or so participants who will
learn the basics of caving and visit a large variety of

caves in northwest Arkansas, including Blanchard
Springs and Fitton.
In the past, CRF Members Roger Brucker and
Stan Sides have served as resource people to this
program; this year, Richard Zopf spent three days
sharing CRF lore, slides, bits and pieces of science
and conservation, and the spirit of good, hard caving.
While every student crawled, splashed, and swam
through a low, very wet crawl, the real accomplishment is that the teachers have recognized the significance of the caves and karst that surround them and
are attempting to communicate the value of understanding the karst environment.

encourage that recognition.

CRF can continue to
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Snowball

Room Cleanup

The famous gypsum "snowballs" in Mammoth
Cave's Snowball Dining Room have recently been
cleaned. a long-awaited project [see Newsletter.
Aug. 1988]. The gypsum had become a dingy brownblack owing to growth of fungi and/or algae over the
gypsum substrate. They were returned closer to their
original condition by spraying tbem with a 5% solution of household bleach. the same treatment that is
used to control green algal growth in the cave.
The bleach treatment was first tried over small
experimental patchcs. which demonstrated that the
gypsum suffercd no apparent damage in the process.
Then over the Labor Day weekend the whole ceiling
was sprayed by NPS crews wearing chemical exposure suits. Follow-up treaunents took place. and the
project was completed by early October.
As a bonus, according to CRF JV Larry Pursell
who has been conducting research on historic graJfiti.
many signatures over the ceiling have become legible. Larry commented on the outstanding job done by
the NPS in restoring the snowballs without destroying
the historical legacy of the 19th century tourists. He

l~
Photo. by Chuck Swedlund

showing the present state of the snowballs and historic signatures, so that future deterioration can, in

principle, be detected early.
The old Snowball Room service elevator has
been replaced by a new elevator, which may be
used to transport tourists in or out of tile cave when
lOursresume. The tourists will now be able to experience the Snowball Room somewhat as it appeared to
William Jones in 1844; "One spacious apartment is
studded with formations presenting perfect resemblances of snowballs, the beauty of which. man cannot describe....'.

Mammoth Cave BibliographyDonation from Overseas

PhOIO. by Harry Grover

"

has recorded more than 100 clusters of signatures
from the cleaned area. Many of these are relatively
modem. with a peak around the 1940's and 1950's,
but many signatures of more historic significance
were uncovered, such as the inscription "To Nick the
Guide-August 17, 1857".
The reason for the deterioration of the snowballs
is not entirely clear, although heat and high humidity
from the Snowball Room caJeteria is one obvious
suspecl. Pursell feels that another factor may have
been cigarette smoke in the caJeteria before smoking
was banned in the cave. In contrast to Carlsbad
Cavern where the underground lunchroom was recently closed on the grounds that the facility was not
necessary. the Snowball Room caJeteria will re-open
to serve hot meals when tours are resUlrled. However.
base-line data now exists in the form of photographs

Ray Mansfield of Shepton Mallet, England. editor of Current Tilles in Speleology, recently turned
his entire note card collection of Mammoth Cave
references over to the Cave Research Foundation.
This represents several decades of detailed research.
It is estimated that there are about 1500 titles in the
Mansfield Mammoth Cave bibliography. which ranks
among the top few private bibliographic collections
known.

The collection will be integrated on disk format
with the more modest collection underway by Sue
Hagan and Mick Sullon. It is anticipated the bibliography will become publicly available within the
next few years.
In turning his many years of effort over to the
Cave Research Foundation. Mansfield said he looked
forward to seeing his work going to a repository
where it will be available for future researchers. His
original note cards will eventually be housed in tile
future CRF Headquarters archives at Hamilton
Valley.
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Recent Discoveries in the Central
Kentucky Karst-CRF
Represented at
the Kentucky Academy of Science
Chris Groves
On October 23, JV's James Wells and Chris
Groves presented talks to the geography section of
the Kentucky Academy of Science in Georgetown,
Kentucky, on recent exploration activities in the
state. The general idea was to let professional geographers in Kentucky know that new landscapes are
being found here, and indeed the world is not yet
completely picked over. Since the Foundation and
the activities of CRF personnel figured prominently,
we thought it might be of interest to reprint the abstracts from these taJks in the Newsletter.
/. Recent Discoveries in the Central Kentucky Karst
The Central Kentucky Karst is loosely defined by
geomorphologists as the area between the Barren and
Green Rivers of south-central Kentucky, and contains
several of the longest cave systems yet explored in
the world. Although cave exploration has been ongoing within the region for at least 4,000 years, and systematically for the last 40 years, new discoveries are
revealed on a regular basis. Indeed, one might say
that Kentucky is in the midst of a modern "Age of
Discovery."
Why are new areas being found after so many
years of effort? The primary strategy used hy cave
explorers to find new passages, so-called "virgin
cave," is to go to places that others have been unable, or unwilling, to visit. This practice is illustrated
with four examples of recently explored areas beneath central Kentncky:
I) The Flint Ridge-Mammoth-Roppel
Cave
System, lIart, Barren, and Edmonson Counties.
Over 346 miles of passages have been mapped
within this cave since the early 1950's. It is simply
so vast that parts of it are just being entered for the
first time.
2) Sides Cave, lIart County. The deep pits and
large canyons of this cave (over 2 miles long and
still going) are well guarded by a 1,450 foot long,
we~ flood-prone crawl way that discouraged potential explorers until the fall of 1991.
3) Moo Cave, Warren County. A very large passage called "Mooey Bueno" was entered for the
first time in early I993, after a tight spot was enlarged to human proportions by hammering.
Exploration is now halted at an overhanging wall
that will require difficult, technical climbing.
4) Hidden River Cave, Hart County. This large
cave was unenterable for many years due to pollution problems, which have now been greatly lUneliorated. Exploration continued in 1991-see report
below.

If. Hidden River Cave, Hart County Kentucky
IIidden River Cave has been known for approximately two centuries. The cave's impressive entrance, refreshing natural breeze, and underground
river made it a popular spot among local residents
and visitors in the 1800's and early 1900's.
Commercial tours of the cave were offered from 1900
until 1942, when pollution of the underground river
made tours of the cave impossible.
For half a century the cave was unenterable due
to pollution. Pollution making its way into the underground river from nearby sinkholes included whey
from a dairy, spilled petroleum products, raw sewage,
and heavy metals from the discharge of an inadequate wastewater treatment plant. The once thriving
ecosystem of the cave was destroyed. A strong odor
from the entrance pervaded downtown lIorse Cave on
summer days.
Waste management in the area was significantly
improved in the late 1980's and early 1990's. A new
wastewater treatment plant was constructed.
Discharges of pollutants to sinkholes in the catchment area of the cave were reduced. In 199I, it was
found that the cave could once again be entered and
explored.
Sketchy accounts of exploration during the
1930's suggested that approximately three miles of
cave passage had been seen at that time. Mapping in
easily accessible passages in 1991 easily reached
one and a half miles. Then in 1992 high water levels
slowed exploration to a small number of trips.
Very low water levels in tlle summer and fall of
1993, plus lUlexploration breakthrough into an extensive network of unexplored passages, have led to a
surge in mapping trips. The current mapped length of
Hidden River Cave is just under five miles, with
many passages waiting to be explored and mapped.
On the most recent trip, explorers turned around in a
large walking passage, leaving further exploration
and mapping for another trip.

More on Hidden River...
The key breakthrough in the Hidden River exploration occurred on July 4, when Phil O'Dell and other
members of the Bluegrass Grotto moved some breakdown in the vicinity of Sunset Dome, finding a series
of long crawls and short rooms leading to a maze
where schools of blindfish were seen (the presence of
troglobitic fish in IIidden River's streams is a very
encouraging indication of the extent to which water

quality has improved in tlle cave). The School Maze
has not yet been fully mapped.
Exploration downstream out of the maze led to a
sump, but Tomislav Gracanin (returning to Kentucky
caving after a long absence) discovered a blowing
bypass, which turned out to be a slimy overflow
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channel, eventually returning the explorers to deep
water. Subsequent survey crews discovered a hall,
Horse Hall, nearly 300 ft. long, 40 ft. wide, and 50 ft.
high. The downstream continuation was low airspace
over deep water with no air flow, but an inlet turned
out to be a magnificent passage (Fractal River) surveyed for over a mile so far. It intersects a very mazy
area (Mandelbrot Maze), which is far from fully
explored.
The above is extracted from the Autumn 1993 Central
Kentucky Karst Coalition Newsletter. Subscriptions to the
Newsletter are $5.00 per year, available from Mike Yocum,
329 East Main Street, Frankfort, KY 40601.

Lechuguilla

Nearly 70 Miles Long

Ten miles was added to the surveyed length of
Lechuguilla Cave in 1993, bringing the total to 69.2
miles. Eleven expeditions were run in 1993, six of
them under the auspices of the newly formed
Lechuguilla Exploration and Research Network. Most
of the recent exploration was directed northwards
towards the Carlshad Caverns National Park boundary and the new cave protection zone under Bureau
of Land Management property bordering the park.
Other extensions were made in the Western Borehole
and Far East areas.

The Underground
New from Cave Books
CRF Annual Report for 1992 is now available for
$5.00 + postage ($2.50 for first item, SOC for each
additional item) from Cave Books, 5222 Eastland
Drive, New Carlisle, OH 45344.

***

The Mammoth Cave Map Card has recently been
revised, with 40 miles of new passage added; available at the bargain cost of $1.00 (+ $2.50 postage
and handling for 1-10 map cards).
The April 1993 Filson Club History Quarterly
(Louisville, Kentucky) includes an article entitled
The sable guides of Mammoth Cave by Jeanne
Schmitzer. The article discusses the black guides of
Mammoth Cave in the 19th and early 20th centuries
and pays particular attention to the education and
authority of the guides at a time when "authority was
routinely denied blacks."
The Fall, 1993 edition of Park Science, published by the Resource Management Division of the

Fort Stanton Vandals Ordered to
Restore Broken Speleothems
Eight people who illegally entered Fort Stanton
Cave, NM on August 8, and were apprehended with
broken stalactites in their possession as a result of
the efforts of a CRF survey crew [November, 1993
Newslelter ], were sentenced on November 17 by
U.S. Magistrate Judge Wayne Jordon. The four adults
and four minors were sentenced to a total of $345 in
fines and court costs for the possession of a controlled substance (marijuana) and failure to obtain
cave entry permits. Four individuals who had
removed the 21 stalactites were ordered to perform
full restoration of the area from which the stalactites
came, totalling four days each. They were also fined
$1000 each, $925 of which will be suspended upon
completion of the repairs. An adult and a juvenile
who were not charged with removal of speleothems
volunteered to assist with the restoration.
The restoration will be conducted this spring
under the direction of the Bureau of Land
Management, with assistance from CRF and NSS
cavers. The speleothems are coated with rare
"velvet", a macrocrystaline calcite spar which is one
of the notable features of Fort Stanton Cave. This is
apparently the first time restoration has been ordered
by any court in the U.S. for vandalism of a protected
cave under the Federal Cave Resources Protection
Act of 1988.
lnfonnationfrom BLM news release, Nov. 19, 1993.

Reader
National Park Service, includes an article by
.Joe Meiman on his hydrological research program
at Mammoth Cave, entitled Karst groundwarer
basins: an abstract of analysis. Meiman emphasizes
the importance of sampling groundwater under the
full continuum of discharge conditions; this is
achieved by sampling on fixed dates, regardless of
flow regime, and recording the flow rate as the sample is collected. Quantitative data has proved critical, for example, in demonstrating that contaminants
are introduced to the Mammoth Cave system primarily by large flood pulses: "When we have the highest
water quantity we have the lowest water quality."
Meiman also emphasizes the importance of
sampling flood pulses over a long time-scale, since
contaminated water introduced by tlle flood may lag
well behind tlle peak discharge, depending on flow
geometry and the relative proportion of phreatic
water in the system prior to the flood. Continuous
monitoring of dye output can also help to resolve the
contributions of different water inputs to the system,
and may help identify a pollution source if the dye
recovery is in phase with the pollutant pulse.

CALENDAR
MAMMOTH

CAVE

President's
Day, Feb. 18-21. Dick Maxey & Cheryl
Early, 614.888.2285 (OM) or 614.261.0876 (eE).
Winter, March 18.20. Joyce Hoffmaster, 513-890-3679.
Spring, April 22.24. Tom Brucker, 615.331.3568.
Memorial
Day, May 27.30. Phil Bodanza,
914-2557991.
Independence
Day, July
1-10. Scott House and Phil
Bodanza, 314.282.3246. (SIl) or 914.255.7991. (PB).
Summer,
Aug. 11.14. Mick Sutton & Sue Hagan. 314546.2864.
Labor Day, Sept. 2.5. Bob Osburn, 314.772.5813.
Columbus
Day, October
'-10. Neil & Terri Hammond,
317.786.2092.
Thanksgiving,
Nov.
23-27.
Jan Hemberger
& Phil
DiBlasi, 502.637.2030.
New Year, Dec. 29-Jan
1, 1995. Dave West & Karen
Willmes, 301.460.4299 (OW) or 301.366.5038 (KW).
NO: Please note that the date of the April expedition has
been changed from that previously announced. Piest and last
dates are arrival and departure dales. Notify the expedition
leader or Operations Manager, Jim Dorden. 606-223-2677 two
weeks in advance. Some of the one-day expeditions may be
extended to a second day at the discretion of the expedition
leader.

Hamilton

Valley

Work

Weekends:

Marcb 5.6. Richard Zopf, 513.767.9222.
April 9.10. Jim Borden, 606.223.2677.
May 7.8. Jim Borden, 606.223.2677.
NO: Please call the above contact people at least one week
in advance. as the schedule may be subject to last-minute
changes ..

GUADALUPES
President's
Day, Feb. 18.19. Carlsbad Caverns NP.
Early Spring, March
19.20. Guadalupe
Mountains NP;
Tony Grieco.
Mid-Spring,
April
23.24.
Guadalupe
Mountains
NP;
Tony Grieco.
Memorial
Day, May 28-30. Carlsbad Caverns NP.
Independence
Day, July 2-4. Fort Stanton Cave; John
Corcoran.
Carlsbad
Cavern
Restoration
Field Camp.
Date to
be announced. Leaders. Dave and Sue Ecklund. 803~6487610.
Summer, Aug. 6.7. Fort Stanton Cave.
Labor Day, Sept. 3-5. Carlsbad Caverns NP.
Columbus Day Oct. 10-14. Lincoln NF; Dick Venters.
Thanksgiving,
Nov. 24-27. Carlsbad Caverns NP.
Pre-Christmas,
Dec. 17-18. Carlsbad Caverns NP.
To sign up for an expedition. notify
1709 at least one week in advance.

MISSOURI
Fcb.19-20;

March

CAVE,

ARKANSAS

Six expeditions are being planned for 1994. including one
three-day expedtion in August-<1ates
to be announced. For
information
and to sign-up for an expedition.
call Pete
Lindsley, 214.727.2497 or Danny Vann, 501.848.3308.

5-6;

April

16-17;

May

7-8.

Most trips will be based from Van Buren in the Ozark
National Scenic Riverways but others may be held at Forest
Service campgrounds.
Additional survey and bio-inventory
trips take place at frequent intervals,
and scheduling
is
usually flexible enough to accommodate the schedule of outof-state JVs who wish to sample some Ozark caving. Please
call Scott 1I0use (314.282.3246),
Doug Baker (314.878.8831)
or Mick Sutton (314.546.2864).

CRF

FITTON

Fritzi Hardy 505-345-

Annual

Meeting,

Fall

1994.

The meeting will take place in California. daye and place
still to be decided. It could be a life-shaking experience!
Watch for further details.
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